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Abstract
The recent sharp increase in terrorist attacks has made the security of public facilities such as airports, restaurants and hotel lobbies a global issue. The face image in a passport is an only data to be used for personal authentication worldwide, regardless of nationality. In addition, the face image recognition offers a unique advantage compared to other personal authentication technologies because it enables to authenticate people from a
distant location such as personal identification through surveillance cameras. NEC joined the Face Recognition
Vendor Tests of the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2009 and gained the top ranking three times consecutively. This paper introduces the NEC video face recognition technology for use in video
surveillance.
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1. Introduction

top ranking in three consecutive test years. Our products
have already been adopted in more than 100 systems

A sharp increase in crime on a worldwide scale has in-

by forty countries worldwide. These include those of the

creased the opportunities for using the face recognition

world’s major organizations such as New York JFK Airport,

technology. As shown in Fig. 1, NEC started R&D into face

Australian governmental institutions and major Brazilian

recognition technology in 1989 and commercialized the

airports4). Featuring both high convenience and high au-

face recognition engine “NeoFace” in 2002. Since then,

thentication accuracy, our face recognition technology is

we joined the Face Recognition Vendor Tests of the U.S.

actively expanding the situations of use, e.g., it was used

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

at 50 music concerts and sports events in Japan in 2015

held in 20091), 20102) and 20133) and gained the world-

for audiences5) (Fig. 2), numbering more than 300,000.
For face recognition surveillance purposes, we re-

1989 Start of R&D into the face recognition technology.

leased a product named “NeoFace Watch” in 2012 6).

2002 Commercialization of the face recognition engine “NeoFace R”.
2009 - World top ranking for three consecutive tests in the Face
Recognition Vendor Tests of NIST.
- Ranked first in Multiple-Biometric Grand Challenge 2009
- Ranked first in Multiple-Biometric Evaluation 2010
- Ranked first in Face Recognition Vendor Test 2013
Deployment of solutions in more than 100 systems with high
accuracy requirements such as for immigration control in more than
40 countries in the world
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Australian governmental institutions, U.S. New York JFK Airport, major Brazilian airports, etc.

Fig. 1 History of face recognition technology
development at NEC.
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Fig. 2 Wide applications of face recognition technology.
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Fig. 3 Scenes of use in face recognition for surveillance.
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Fig. 3 shows typical scenarios of face recognition systems for surveillance purposes. This technology makes

Fig. 4 Flow of face recognition processing.

it possible to find each person registered in the system
in video images shot in various situations including in
a passageway, elevator and staircase. The wide variety
of usages for which it can be applied include scenarios
such as crime investigation, the straying of children and
dementia patients.
Below in section 2 we describe the video face recogni-

“Position of the face” detection
Generalized learning vector
quantization (GLVQ)

“Position of facial feature points”
extraction
Multiple feature point detection

Face

tion technology proposed by NEC. In section 3 we go on
to report on the results of recognition performance eval-

Not Face

uation using low-resolution images that were conducted
at the NIST. We then introduce some actual examples of
applications in section 4, before presenting a short con-

Matching and identity of detected face
Multi-dimensional feature
recognition

Person B

clusion to the paper.
2. Introducing the Video Face Recognition Technology
Fig. 4 shows the video face recognition processing

Multi-dimensional feature space

Person A
Person C

flow. The system first detects a face part in a captured
image, and then extracts feature points in the face, in-

Fig. 5 Three key methods supporting NEC’s face

cluding the pupils, subnasal points and mouth corners.

recognition technology.

Finally, the system extracts the face feature quantity,
matches it with the feature quantity data registered in a
database and identifies a person as one of the registered

sitions of face feature points such as a pupil, subnasal

persons with a degree of resemblance higher than a cer-

point and corner of the mouth. Brightness patterns

tain threshold level.

around the feature are used to find the optimum posi-

The following subsections discuss details of each tech-

tion, while at the same time a facial shape model is used
to constrain the alignment of features, thereby enabling

7)

nology (Fig. 5) .

precise estimation of their positions.
2.1 Face Detection Technology
2.3 Face Matching Technology
For face detection, rectangular areas that match the
face are extracted by sequentially searching face areas,

In order to identify whether or not the person with

starting from the edge of the image. The Generalized

the captured face image is a registered person, the face

Learning Vector Quantization algorithm, which is based

matching process normalizes the face position using the

on the NEC-original pattern recognition technique called

obtained feature points. The captured face image and

the Minimum Classification Error criterion, is used to rec-

the candidate image are then collated. After extracting

ognize whether areas are of face areas or not. This proce-

face features, such as the shapes and tilts of eyes and

dure enables a fast and accurate face detection function.

nose, the optimum feature for identifying the person is
selected using the multi-dimensional feature recognition

2.2 Feature Point Extraction Technology

method. This procedure enables a robust personal identification solution that is unaffected by changes due to

The feature point extraction technology finds the po-

aging or other factors.
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16.0

Face Images
What is important for the implementation of the face
collation used for surveillance purposes is the possibility
of collation using low-resolution images. When the person is in a position close to the surveillance camera as
shown in Fig. 6, the collation is easy because a face image with high resolution can be captured. However, when
the person is closer to the camera, collation becomes
difficult because the elevation angle increases and the

Collation error rate (%)

3. Results of Performance Evaluation with Low-Resolution
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face is often hidden by a large area due to the hair coming over the face. In addition, from a practical viewpoint

Fig. 7 Relationship between inter-eye distance and

also, the area covered by each camera is narrowed so

collation error rate.

that this layout is unsuitable for surveillance purposes.
On the other hand, when a person is at a certain distance
from the surveillance camera, the elevation angle de-

er hand, although NEC’s face recognition engine achieved

creases so the face can be captured from a more or less

high resolution and low collation error rates. It also pre-

frontal direction. As the area covered by each camera in-

sented little performance degradation even at as small an

creases, this aspect is effective for surveillance. However,

inter-eye distance as 24 pixels, thereby proving that the

the fact that the captured face image has low resolution

technology is very effective for low-resolution images.

requires the face collation technology to adopt suitable

As seen above, NEC’s face recognition engine is ca-

countermeasures. In other words, when the low-resolu-

pable of highly accurate recognition even when surveil-

tion face collation technology can be implemented at a

lance cameras are in a relatively distant location and it

practical level the advance toward the realization of ef-

is therefore suitable for surveillance purposes.

fective face recognition for surveillance is enabled.
Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the face resolution and collation error rates, which is quoted from the

4. Applications of Video Face Recognition Systems

evaluation results by the NIST in 20118). The horizontal

NEC’s face recognition systems are currently in use by

axis represents the inter-eye distance (number of pixels

more than 100 systems in 40 countries worldwide. The

between the centers of the two eyes) and vertical axis the

original purpose was the personal authentication using

collation error rate. The engines of tested organizations

passports, but surveillance applications are also increas-

other than NEC showed a disadvantage against low reso-

ing gradually.

lution, presenting gradual performance degradation when
the inter-eye distance was less than 96 pixels. On the oth-

4.1 Face Recognition Systems at 14 Brazilian Airports
Persons entering and exiting Brazil have been increasing because of the world-scale sport events held in that
country. However the subsequent growth of illegal behaviour at customs has necessitated the more efficient

Surveillance
camera

surveillance of passengers. In July 2015, the Department of Federal Revenue of Brazil introduced face recognition systems in the customs areas of fourteen major
international airports in Brazil (Fig. 8)9). These systems
apply face recognition to those passengers passing

When a person is near camera:

When a person is distant from camera:

• (Advantage) High-resolution face image

• (Disadvantage) Low-resolution face image

• (Disadvantage) Large face elevation angle

• (Advantage) Relatively frontal view of face

• (Disadvantage) Small camera coverage area

• (Advantage) Wide camera coverage area

Low-resolution face collation is
the key.

Fig. 6 Advantages and disadvantages depending on the
distance between person and camera.
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through customs and identify any suspicious persons
based on a list of those who have previously been
charged with illegalities. They have thereby improved
the efficiency of customs operations at the airports, also
contributing to the security and improved customer relations at public facilities by flexibly meeting the diversified needs both of the government and of enterprises.
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Case
study

nology that was cultivated via our experience in devel-

Airport x Digital

14 Brazilian airports x NEC

oping the face recognition technology, we will continue
the R&D so that face recognition can contribute to the
creation of a safe, secure world. This will be achieved
by targeting a leap toward technology that can handle
large-scale, mission-critical situations effectively and can
offer high level applications to suit various scenarios.

Support of safe, efficient operations for 14
Brazilian international airports via ICT systems
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In the above, we discussed the video face recognition
surveillance procedure from the aspect both of technol-

FRVT2013 (Face Recognition Vendor Test 2013) do not
constitute endorsement of any particular product by
the U.S. Government.

ogy and applications. Now that concerns about security
are increasing on a worldwide scale the face recognition
technology is becoming an essential security infrastruc-
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